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The 1964
Cabinet Crisis
By Paliani Gomani Chinguwo

Dr. Hastings Kamuzu Banda (First Malawi President)
The Cabinet Crisis, sometimes referred to as the Revolt of
the Ministers is one of the most important but also most
controversial episodes in the history of independent Malawi.
Probably one of the most outrageous advents Malawi has ever
gone through since independence inter alia was the cabinet
crisis in 1964. It all started barely 8 weeks after Malawi gained
its independence. This was a disarray within the first cabinet
of post Independent Malawi which was created by abrupt
expulsions of some ministers from the cabinet and subsequent
resignations by other ministers following an irreconcilable and
growing rift between the then prime minister Dr. Banda and
cabinet ministers.
Perhaps the best cabinet in terms of size and merit Malawi
has ever had, it was largely dominated by young university
alumni who were highly obsessed with Pan-Africanist school
of thought which was then a popular way of thinking among
freedom fighters and nationalist movements across Africa
among others. Paradoxically, it was Dr. Banda and his cabinet
ministers who had gallantly fought together alongside other
nationalists as a united front in the struggle for self-government
and independence of Nyasaland, but sadly to part ways for
good barely eight weeks after mission accomplishment.
Prior to 6th July 1964 there was a wide spread belief amongst
the educated Africans that independence from British rule meant
that many well paid expatriate positions in the civil service
exclusively designed based on racial structure would obviously
fall vacant to them. While to the ordinary African, independence
meant no taxes would be paid to the new government and

that bank loans would be readily
accessible to all with no colour of
man’s skin as a yardstick as it used
to be. Besides, there had been an
outcry from the general public on
the imposition of out patient’s fee
in all government hospitals of three
pence by Dr. Banda with effect from
7th July 1964 amidst Independence
ecstasy. This was indeed beyond
the conviction of an ordinary
African who had been receiving free
medical attention all along under
the colonial government only to be
required to pay for the same service
immediately after Independence.
From July 1964, Dr. Banda also put
into effect the Skinner’s report on the
civil service, which among others
recommended the pegging of salaries
and curtailment of leave benefits.
For many, after the deductions for
taxes, their take home pay for July
was as much as 95% less than their
June salary.
The civil servants became further
disgruntled over this. On the other
hand, cabinet ministers cried foul
over Dr. Banda’s domestic and
foreign policies. They had also
become very much dissatisfied with
the role they were expected to play
by the prime minister as mere cogs of
the government. It was indeed clearly
evident to them that the running
of the government had absolutely
turned out to be a one man’s show
for the prime minister himself.
When Dr. Banda jetted at Chileka
airport on 28th July 1964 from an
OAU summit in Cairo where he had
bungled to convince fellow African
heads of state and government
regarding
his
controversial
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Kanyama Chiume

Protest against cabinet ministers

Orton Chirwa

Yatuta Chisiza

Masauko Chipembere

international relations with the three remaining colonial powers
in Africa, he called upon the general public to spy on any of
the cabinet ministers and to report anything against them. At a
cabinet meeting held on 5th August 1964 the ministers seized
an opportunity to express their discontent towards Dr. Banda’s
policies and why they could not effectively contribute towards
national development in an atmosphere of fear, suspicion and
mistrust.
Dr. Banda then revealed to his ministers that he intended to
sponsor a preventive detention bill which could target at the
arbitrary arrests of cabinet ministers and other nationalists who
had been in the driving force of the struggle during the last
stages of colonial era. In the afternoon, Collin Cameron the
only European member of the cabinet resigned in protest to the
proposed bill. On 26th August 1964, the cabinet met again and
the ministers voiced their protests against the following: The
way Dr. Banda treated the ministers with contempt, ridicule and
sarcasm in private and public, cases of nepotism and corruption
in the government and the party, Appointment of Michael
Blackwood to the important posts of Malawi Development
Corporation (M.D.C.) chairman and board member of Reserve
Bank. This man was a former deputy leader of Roy Welensky’s
party who were all members of a “racist” organization called
Africa Capricon Society and Dr Banda’s undesirable foreign
and domestic policies since self-governance in 1963.
In response to all these criticisms leveled against him, Dr.
Banda opted to resign and leave the country for good. Since
resignation was not actually what the ministers anticipated Dr.
Banda to do but rather an overhaul on his policies and the way
he ran state affairs, they refused to accept his resignation. After
discussing further on this issue, Dr. Banda reversed his decision
and asked the ministers to put all their concerns in writing. The
following day the ministers wrote a document called the KuChawe petition, which was submitted to him for consideration.
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Unfortunately, there were Dr. Banda’s sycophants
outside the cabinet who jumbled up the process.
Through letters (some anonymous), telephone
messages and in person they falsely reported to
Dr. Banda on the pretext of being loyal that there
was no discontent or unrest in the country in
relation to the skinner report recommendations,
introduction of a hospital fee, slow pace in the
Africanisation of the civil service etc. They even
concocted a story that the ministers had done all
that out of arrogance and ambition to illegally
take over government and that they had gone
to fetch for “juju” to bewitch Dr. Banda. In fact
these sycophants happened to be the less popular
party officials who had for so long resented the
domination of the intellectuals in the cabinet
and meanwhile envisaged greener pastures for
themselves in the aftermath of any split in the
cabinet.
On 3rd September 1964 Dr. Banda dismissed
Kanyama Chiume, Orton Chirwa and Augustine
Bwanausi from the cabinet. In protest to these
dismissals, Yatuta Chisiza, Willie Chokani and
John Msonthi resigned from the cabinet. John
Msonthi withdrew his resignation a few hours
later. When Masauko Chipembere, education
minister returned from Canada a few days later,
he announced his resignation in parliament on
9th September 1964. Immediately after Dr. Banda
gained an overwhelming vote of confidence
in parliament from members of parliament, he
set out to tour the central and northern regions
to publicly castigate and consolidate his victory

over the ex-ministers whom he labeled “rebels”.
Meanwhile in Zomba (Capital city then), the exministers addressed gatherings of disgruntled civil
servants and dissident factions. “These meetings
led directly to clashes between groups of civil
servants and some villagers from neighboring
rural areas on one hand and members of MYP
and league of Malawi youth on the other hand”.
The fracas grew beyond police control. The
MCP offices in Zomba and national flags outside
government buildings were set ablaze. Some top
government officials were also brutally attacked
and one newly appointed cabinet minister by the
name of Gwanda Chakuamba ended up being
admitted at the hospital.
Soon after the cabinet crisis, anyone known or
suspected to have been sympathetic, in association
or in any contact with any of the ex-ministers was
accused of treason and sedition. These were grave
crimes for which one could be detained for life
in solitary confinement without trial or for which
one could be slapped with a death sentence at a
trial most often presided over by mere lay men
of law. The fortunate ones, after being tipped
by well-wishers in the party/government of their
impending apprehension, swiftly found their way
into the neighboring countries where some got
killed by assailants who were sent by Dr. Banda
and others died under enigmatic circumstances.
While a few chose to live in exile for good, some
of the 1964 cabinet crisis victims have been
flocking back to Malawi ever since the dawn of
multiparty politics in 1993.

Once Upon a Time
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1. Zomba Bata building next to Metro in May 1962

2. Zomba Bata building next to Metro in July 2020
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LEGEND

Late Friday Lewis Makuta, S.C.,
First Malawian Chief Justice

The Judiciary of Malawi is the branch of
the Government of Malawi which interprets
and applies the laws of Malawi to ensure
equal justice under law and to provide a
mechanism for dispute resolution. The legal
system of Malawi is based on English law.
Since 1964 Malawi had been having white
Chief justices until 1985. In 1985, Malawi
had its first black Malawian as a Chief Justice
in the name of Friday Lewis Makuta. Apart
from being first Malawian Chief justice, late
Makuta, had served Malawi government in
different departments for 43 years. Indeed,
late Makuta had really worked hard for the
betterment of this country. He is the only one
in the history of Malawi to have served in
all the three branches of government at high
level as Member of Parliament (Legislature),
Chief Justice (Judiciary) and Cabinet Minister
(Executive) hence he is considered as one
of the Malawian legends. The following is
an account of late Makuta in respect to his
contribution to the government of Malawi;

1. Born on 25/10/1936
2. He came from M’biza village, Traditional Authority 		
Chikumbu in Mulanje district
3. Attended M’biza primary school (Mulanje)
and
Malamulo primary schools (Thyolo)
4. He was selected to Dedza Secondary School in 1950
5. Joined the Public Service in 1961
6. Took up legal studies in the United Kingdom in 1964
7. Was admitted to the bar at Middle Temple in November
1967
8. Joined the Ministry of Justice as State Counsel and
traditional courts commissioner when he returned to
Malawi in 1967
9. He was appointed legal aid counsel in 1969
10. He was appointed Chief Legal Aid Counsel on 23rd
March 1970
11. On 22nd May 1972 he was appointed Director of Public
Prosecutions
12. Between 3rd August 1974 and 31st January 1975, he
acted as a judge of the High Court
13. In July 1975, he was appointed Judge of the High Court
14. In February 1976, he was appointed Attorney General,
a position that he later combined with that of Secretary
for Justice
15. Appointed as Senior Counsel in 1979
16. On 1st January 1984, he was appointed Deputy Secretary
to the President and Cabinet
17. Between May 1985 and 31st August 1985, he acted as
Secretary to the President and Cabinet
18. On 1st September 1985, he was appointed Chief Justice
(First Malawian Chief Justice)
19. On the 20th of January 1992, he was appointed Minister
of Justice
20. In May 1994, he was elected as Member of Parliament
for Mulanje Bale Constituency
21. From August 1994 to July 1995, he served as Attorney
General
22. From January 2000 to mid-2002 he served as Malawi’s
High Commissioner to Namibia
23. From mid-2002 to July 2004 he served as Malawi’s High
Commissioner to Zambia
Thereafter, he retired from public service. He died on
Friday 14th July, 2017
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July in History..With Earnest Chapotera
1. On 1st July 1931, for the first time in colonial history, an aeroplane
landed at Chileka Airport in Malawi.
2. On 11th July 1934, Rev Charles Chidongo Chinula announced the
formation of his own church which he named Eklesia Lawanangwa
(“Free Church”). He also composed 20 Hymns that are still used in
CCAP’s Hymn Book (Sumu za Ukhristu).
3. On 30th July 1946, the Malawi’s passenger ship, MV Vipya,
capsized in a storm while travelling on Lake Malawi near Chilumba,
drowning 145 of the 194 passengers and crewmen on board. The
ship, built by the same company that had constructed RMS Titanic,
was only on its fourth trip.
4. On 6th July 1958, Dr Hastings Kamuzu Banda returned to Nyasaland.
5. On 9th July 1963, the budget which was presented in the Nyasaland
Legislative Assembly was called the Secession Budget. Nyasaland
had just seceded from the Federation. The Federation of Rhodesia
and Nyasaland had been officially dissolved in December, 1962.
The July 1963, budget was the first after the secession.
6. On 6th July 1964, Malawi became independent from Britain.
7. On 13th July 1968, Malawi National Football team defeated
Botswana National team with 8 goals to 1 goal.
8. On 22nd July 1979, Queen Elizabeth II visited Malawi.
9. On 21st July 1993, AFORD was officially registered by Chakufa
Chihana.
10. On 20th July 2011, human rights organizations in Malawi protested
against perceived poor economic management and poor governance
by the Late President Bingu wa Mutharika and his Democratic
Progressive Party (DPP). After the first two days of protests, 18
deaths, 98 serious injuries and 275 arrests had been reported.
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Why Not “Kasungu
Mountain”
By Samuel Elizabeth Phiri

Kasungu Mountain is one of the beautiful
mountains in Malawi. Despite its potential to
attract tourists, the mountain remains neglected.
Tourism is the pleasure and business activity
which involves people travelling to destinations
outside normal place of residences and Kasungu
Mountain has all the capabilities to serve this
cause.
The focus point in this issue is to dig out the
history of Kasungu Mountain: what is behind
the name “Kasungu Mountain” and why Malawi
should remember it in the history of the country.
A lot happened in Kasungu Mountain and it has
features still standing which worth to be tourists
attraction site. History recorded that in the past,
people including whites, used to come and visit
the mountain either on their way to Kasungu
National park or when carrying out some duties

in the district. The mountain used to be a leisure
place to such visitors as they could really get a
new and fresh sigh of life with the beauty the
mountain harboured.
There used to be a lot of wildlife in the
mountain: lions, different species of snakes,
monkeys, all sorts of indigenous trees and many
small animals.
On the other hand, around the years between
1840’s to 1850’s, Kasungu Mountain was a refuge
to many people from different districts hunting
for peace, running away from enemies. Kasungu
mountain was a peace giver.
The mountain was commonly known as
Kasungu Mountain up until around 1840’s
when the Ngonis fought war against the Chewa
in which they were defeated. According to
Malawian history it was unusual for Ngoni
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people to be defeated in a war, they were known
as good fighters wherever they go.
What really happened? and what was the
aftermath of the fight?
It was during the reign of Traditional Authority
(T/A) Mwase 7: Mwase Mfusa Udzu, when
the group of Ngoni people led by Nawambe,
passing through Kasungu, conquered the Chewa
of Kasungu district. Mwase mobilised his army
and hid in the mountain. Bows, traditional riffles
called Gogodela, and other traditional weapons
plus stones in the mountain were used to defeat
the Ngonis.
Seeing that things were not on their side, the
Ngonis run down the mount going towards
northern region. As they were running, their leader
(Nawambe) lost his cloth: dress like material, a
protective dress which was used in time of war,
called Nguwo. As Mwase and his group were
coming down to celebrate their victory, they found
this cloth and so they said we have found a cloth
that belong to Nawambe: in vernacular “tapeza
Nguwo ya Nawambe”
Since that time, the name “Kasungu mountain”
started to fade and was known with the name
“Nguwo ya Nawambe”, thus to say Nawembe’s
cloth and the name is still used today, no longer
Kasungu mountain.
When Kamuzu came into power, he requested a
piece of land that had historical background from
Traditional Authority (T/A) Mwase so he could
use it. Kasungu Mountain, the so called Nguwo
ya Nawambe was given to the late Dr. Hastings
Kamuzu Banda the first president of the republic
of Malawi. He built a house to the southern part
of this mountain. The house still stands today
wearing its beautiful face as before.
Not only that, on the very top of the mountain
is a fount of bitter water that not even a bird can
drink. Above all, Kasungu mountain acts as a water
distributary point to Kasungu municipality and the
surrounding communities. Malawi waterboard
planted their tank on there.
In Our journey in this edition, we travelled to
one of the districts in the central region. We were
in Kasungu, where we visited Kasungu Mountain
currently known as Nguwo ya Nawambe Mountain.
Nguo ya Nawambe is just a few kilometres to the
west of Kasungu municipality.
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~District in Brief~

MANGOCHI
By Lucia Nkhoma
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If you love the feel of sand under your feet,
the exciting sound of waves and the comfort
of fresh air, Mangochi is the place you ought
to visit. Probably one of the most exciting
places to be in Malawi, Mangochi, formerly
known as Fort Johnston town, is one of the
28 districts of Malawi. Natural beauty is what
sets this district apart. The district is located
in south-central Malawi, on the Shire River
below its efflux from Lake Malawi. Many things
are special about Mangochi, talk of fishing,
diving, boat riding, mingling with local fishers,
the ambience of nature; who would not want
to experience this? Many hotels and cottages
line the scenic bays of the lakeshore to serve
local and international tourists attracted to
the area.
The greatest concentration of lodges and
hotels are also located on lakeshore between
Mangochi and Monkey Bay. Along this
stretch are half a dozen or so hotels, some
with adjacent camping sites. They vary from
sophisticated properties, with golf course
and airstrip, to more simple resorts. All have
excellent uncrowded beaches of golden
sand and offer a range of activities on the
Lake. These hotels are all low rise and quite
separate from each other, giving the visitor a
sense of privacy and isolation. Located nearby
is Lake Malawi National Park; the first fresh
water national park in the world, which was
designated a UNESCO World Heritage site in
1980, and Monkey Bay, a main port and dry
dock of the country’s lake transport system.
Mangochi is also a home of many fish eagles
in Malawi. One cannot mention Mangochi
without mentioning Cape Maclear. This is
a must visit place in Malawi. The lake view
at Cape Maclear is quite astonishing, scenic
natural beauty in making. Cape Maclear
has peculiar islands as such it harbors many
tourists.
Although many perceive that Mangochi is
inhabited by Yao people only, this is not the
case. There are Ngonis, Tongas, Nyanjas and
Tumbukas who were attracted by economic
and social benefits of Mangochi. Mangochi
town, one of the most reliable markets in the
district, is an exciting place too. It began as a
British colonial defense post founded by the
colonial administrator Sir Harry Johnston in
the 1890s on the littoral plain of the river’s

western shore. It developed as an agricultural
centre and has marine-engineering shops.
Local cash crops include tobacco, cotton,
and peanuts (groundnuts). To many, it is a
surprise to hear agriculture and Mangochi
in the same sentence, considering that they
are near Lake Malawi the major source of
fish in Malawi. Contrary to expectations of
others, some communities in Mangochi
practice agriculture. Rice and corn (maize) are
intensively grown along the lakeshore.
However, with the presence of the lake, the
Mangochi inhabitants usually prefer fishing to
farming in a country that solely depends on
farming for it to realise its staple food. Due
to the presence of the lake, a large land mass
is sandy and saline, forcing those who want
to farm to go extra miles to find land suitable
for farming. Running away from walking long
distances, people also build houses at their
farmlands not only to save themselves from
the daily long walks, but also to save their
crops from getting devoured by monkeys and
elephants. It turns out to be expensive to farm
than to fish.
This is why most inhabitants prefer fishing. As
some put it, the lake is considered as a Natural
ATM machine where one goes to whenever
he has less money. Fishing is dominated by
men , as the inhabitants mostly Yaos , believe
it is better for a man to die on the waters
and not a woman because her job is to make
children and enlarge their territory. Fishing
is usually done throughout the night and the
catch is sold in the morning. Unlike at the
market where products are sold to everyone,
randomly as they come, the fishermen already
have their constant buyers who usually buy the
catch in bulk, first come first served does not
work until these first buyers get their portion
and then the rest is sold to anyone else. No
matter how much the money a non-constant
buyer brings, they won’t get the fish until a
constant buyer buys first. This is because they
want to maintain the bond between them and
these constant customers.
All in all, Mangochi is intriguing in its own
right. It has a deep natural, cultural and
historical heritage. For those who ever visited
the place, they yearn to visit more and more. If
you have never visited this paradise, try to. In
fact, put it on your to do list.
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LAKE MALAWI
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1. Lake malawi view in Mangochi District.
2. Livingstonia Beach in Salima District.
3. Mumbo Island in Cape Maclear peninsula.
4. Kachere Kastle in Nkhata Bay District.
5. Kaya Mawa in Likoma Island.
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.........................By Madalitso Kachingwe

1988 under the management of British
coach, Ted Powell. This was the time when
football rivalry was at the peak in the Central
and Eastern Region of Africa which boasted
of such football giants as the Chipolopolo
of Zambia, Cranes of Uganda, Harambee
Stars of Kenya, Taifa Stars of Tanzania and
Zimbabwe’s Warriors among others. The
team made the citizens of this land proud.
But now that rivalry is as dead as a dodo
since some teams among them have gone to
the wall.
The 1970s and 1980s the Flames have
enjoyed the prolific talents of legendary
players like Kinnah “Electric” Phiri (for his
competent composure and quick responses
that resulted in many unpredictable goals),
Bonface Maganga, Ricky ‘Mabomba’ Phuka
(well known for his thunderous longrange shots that were a menace to many a
goaltender), Donnex Gondwe, Jack “Africa”
Chamangwana, Young “Hugo” Chimodzi,
Harry “Barbed” Waya, Reuben Malola and
Essau Kanyenda, (the only Malawian to play
in the European Champions League with
Locomotiv Moscow played in Russia) among
others. Kinnah Phiri is the most capped
player in Malawi’s history with 115 caps
and still stands as the Flames’ all-time top
goal scorer with 71 goals. In 1987, Flames
beat Cameroon to win a bronze medal at
the All Africa Games, the only continental

The Flames

Football is the national sport in Malawi. It
is a male- dominated sport. The country’s
national football team was formed in 1957 as
the Nyasaland Football team. It was mostly
dominated by white players. In the same
year, they lost their first game to Northern
Rhodesia (now Zambia) by five goals to nil.
As if that was not enough embarrassment
to the team and the nation as a whole, in
1962 with Banda as prime minister (who
later became the president of Malawi), they
lost to Gold Coast (now Ghana) by twelve
goals to nil, the only tragic loss they have
ever suffered so far. This was the time when
the country was under the British colonial
rule. After gaining independence, the team
acquired its current name (The Flames).
The Flames’ extraordinary win still stands
at 8 goals to 1 both against Botswana and
Djibouti on 13th July in 1968 and 31st May
in 2008 respectively. This team has been
participating in international competitions
since the 1960s. It has qualified for the
African Cup of Nations twice, first in 1984
and the latest is 2010 when they beat Algeria
three goals to nil in the competition that took
place in Angola.
The Flames were in Group A together
with Angola, Algeria and Mali. The Flames
enjoyed their glorious and historic moments
when they were crowned champions of
CECAFA in the years of 1978, 1979 and
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medal to date. In 1992, Malawi was on
number 52 on the FIFA rankings.
As of January 2010, they were ranked
82th in the world and 27th in Africa
under the leadership of renowned soccer
legend Kinnah “Electric” Phiri. However,
it has never qualified for the prestigious
World Cup since its inception. Most
of the times they get booted out of the
tournament earlier than expected.
In 2010, during an African Cup of
Nations game against Egypt at Kamuzu
Stadium, The Flames won the game
in a spectacular way. It all started with
goalkeeper Swadick Sanudi who took a
long free kick that landed inside the 18
yard box of the Egyptians. The defenders
failed to clear the ball and it was Chiukepo

Msowoya who grabbed the ball and sent a thunderous shot that left goalkeeper Essam El-Hadary with
no other option but to let the ball into the net. It was a big day to the Flames and the nation as a whole.
From that moment up to date, The Flames have been performing with inconsistency. However, in 2015
like a bolt from the blue, they won a plate at COSAFA tournament after beating Zambia (popularly
known as Chipolopolo) one goal by Zicco Mkanda at Royal Bafokeng Stadium in South Africa. At this
competition, the Flames put up a solid fight with Limbikani Mzava, John Lanjesi and Lucky Malata
defending with courage and discipline at the back. The forefront of the team was lethal as well with the
combination of Tizgobele Kumwenda, Zicco Mkanda and John Banda. Honestly speaking, everyone
who is a fan of soccer in Malawi marveled at the team and they were welcomed at home warmly.
It is argued that if the Flames of 1970s and 1980s were to play in the present time they would win
some prestigious accolades from the continental football fraternity and the world as a whole. Despite
all odds, we love our National Football Team because it is the one that represents our country in all
international tournaments.
All in all the flames are still getting in line with contemporary football heat where football rules and
competitions are tougher than in ancient days. The new blood in the current flames team is doing the
needful to put Malawi in the best form possible. The likes of Gabadihno Muhango, Gerard Phiri Jnr
and Richard Mbulu just to mention a few. These players are doing great in their respective clubs and if
they transform their current hot forms to the Flames, the results will be promising.
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Quiz
1. When did the capital city of Malawi move from Zomba to Lilongwe?
2. Why is Lake Malawi also called Lake of stars?
3. Who was the first African speaker of parliament in Malawi?
4. When was the University of Malawi founded and how many students were enrolled that time?
5. Who composed Malawi’s national anthem?
Stand a chance to win a branded t-shirt of heritage magazine.
Send your answers to: +265(0) 995007975 (text or whatsapp) or info.heritagemw@gmail.com
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